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11. Arson control plans. Note: Library has copies of plans submitted by all NY State counties to Office of Fire Prevention and Control. Ask Librarian for list of available plans.
Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Microfiche.


Note: See also above citation for "Arson Detection and Investigation" by the same authors, published 1978.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Microfiche.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.

85. Fall River Firefighters' Museum, Inc. Children and fire...what every parent should know. Fall River, MA: the Museum; 1986; 1p.
Note: Kept in vertical files.


93. Fire at their fingertips [Videotape]. GEICO (Government Employees Insurance Co.); 1984; 30 min. Note: Available in 3/4" U-matic or 1/2" VHS formats.


   Note: Microfiche.

   Note: Microfiche.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.

   Note: Kept in vertical files.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.
   Text of a speech given before the American Bar Association on 6/18/82.

| 110. | Gohar, Mohamed M. Collection, preservation and submission of physical evidence of a suspected arson or bombing: Ohio Division of the State Fire Marshal; 1982; approx. 30p. Note: Kept in vertical files. |


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.


139. Insurance Committee for Arson Control. Options for claims training: training models for the detection, investigation, and litigation of fraud arson claims; industry training manuals and program. Chicago, IL: the Committee; approx. 15p. 
Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.


175. Lewis, Nolan D.C. and Helen Yarnell. Pathological firesetting (pyromania). New York: Coolidge Foundation; 1951; 437p. Published as "Nervous and Mental Disease Monographs" 82.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.


   Note: Microfiche.

   Note: Microfiche reprint of a paper published originally in US Department of Commerce News, 9/27/78.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.

   Note: Kept in vertical files.

   Note: Kept in vertical files.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.
   On how to form a task force.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.

   Note: Kept in vertical files.

   Note: Kept in vertical files.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.


   Note: Kept in vertical files.

   Note: Kept in vertical files.

   Note: Kept in vertical files.
   Published in the "Fire Protection Planning Report" series.

   Note: Microfiche.

   Note: Microfiche.


Note: Was 907M of the Natl. Fire Codes in older NFF editions (no longer part of Codes).

Focuses on Denver, San Diego, Cleveland and the Bronx.


Note: Microfiche.


Note: Kept in vertical files.
Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.

Prepared for the NYS Arson Board.

Note: Kept in vertical files.
Bill introduced by Senator Calandra, dated 4/10/84, passed and signed into the Laws of 1984 on 8/6/84, Chapter 950.
Amends section 150.20 of the NYS Penal Law (definition of 1st degree arson). Takes effect 11/1/84.

Note: Kept in vertical files.

Curriculum of course offered by the OFP&C; revised periodically.

Course workbook; revised periodically.

239. New York State Academy of Fire Science. Interviewing techniques for the fire investigator: selected references. Montour Falls, NY: the Academy; [updated annually; approx. 4p.].
Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.


251. New York State. [State Insurance Law, Section 336, regarding release of information contained in insurer's investigation reports of fires and other chapters of the Immunity Statute in NYS laws]. Albany, NY; approx. 15p. Note: Kept in vertical files; see latest revision in McKinney's Laws of New York.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Microfiche.


Note: Kept in vertical files.
On Rochester's FRY program.


Note: Microfiche.

Note: Microfiche.
Written as a paper for John Jay College on the NY City Arson Strike Force.

Note: We reserve the option to restrict access to this book.

Commercial cause/origin research and evaluation kit includes guide, interview guide and worksheets.


Note: Kept in vertical files.
Unpublished investigation report of the Stouffer's Inn fire of 12/4/81 in Harrison, NY which killed 26 people.


Note: Microfiche.

Note: Kept in vertical files.


Second phase of a project funded in part by the NY State Office of Fire Prevention and Control. See also other volume, next citation (284).


Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Microfiche.


Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.


376. Urban Educational Systems. Profiles: a profile of arson types by category of motive; type of target; type of prevention method; type of enforcement; and what agencies and organizations should be involved in each incident; and a summary of arson prevention and control programs in different cities from 1977 and 1978. Boston: Urban Educational Systems; 1980; 5p. Note: Kept in vertical files.


Note: Updated periodically.


386. Wineman, Philip. A "target compound ratio" approach to the detection of petroleum fuels and solvents in highly contaminated extracts of fire debris; 1985; approx. 100p. Published as "Symposium on Recent Advances in Arson Analysis and Detection".

Note: Kept in vertical files.

Note: Kept in vertical files.  
On juvenile firesetter research and counseling in California. See also entry for book co-authored by Wooden about this program (item 28).
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